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four outlooks on girl
  Leah Scher

I. double-hung window

two sashes that slide up and down your frame,

unlike a single-hung, stuck between two sides 

of a thick, golden house she is trying to escape

II. casement window

turned by a crank, opens left or right to a vignette,

big glass eyes she can’t ever seem to see out of

III. awning window

hinged at the top for air to enter, only escaping from 

the bottom. closed in part, only due to design flaw

IV. stationary window

customizable to the angle you need, and closed

only by default, only due to the design intent.

most often, all four, tinted:

always looking out, never letting you in.
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Nostalgia
 Juyoung Kang 
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Aroma
  Megan Loreto

rose perfumed bedrooms of hollywood boulevard. we know nothing of you. 

breaking into abandoned ballrooms. jazz playing on the radio between 

episodes of static. coy fish in the pool. swimming in circles. losing all sense 

of direction. left. turn left to see the silver screen stars in their graves for 

ten dollars. even in death, our money, devoted to them. red lipstick stains 

preserved on linen napkins. everything caught in the last frame besides that 

which we wish to forget. six more takes before we get it right. go to bed at 

three in the morning. desires unfulfilled. loneliness gnawing at the edges of 

sleep deprivation. sobriety in its mildest form. wallet empty. parking struc-

tures with a view. easy to forget about the ocean when no one remembers 

to hold your hand. half and half. no sweetener, please. letters come from 

Seattle still damp. pretending rain doesn’t touch the California coastline. 

subsisting on small town glory, day old cups of coffee, voicemails telling you 

to eat. eat. eat. driving the long way around. getting lost. turning left again. 

left. circling back the way we came. back through hollywood. windows dark. 

and it smells like roses. looking for something. but what. we can’t seem to 

remember. or to forget. heaven is a traffic jam on the 405. 
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Big Mouth
 Craig Deppen Auge
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Clockwise
  Bailey Nordin

 The system around our sun was formed by a collapsing and rotating cloud of 

gas. Dust, debris, and volatiles rocketed all around, their only common features 

the elements that composed them and a shared attraction to one central gravita-

tional point. As the planets accreted from this swirling chaos of color and light, 

six of the eight settled into a familiar, counterclockwise groove. Miraculously, 

though, as a result of one cosmic hiccup or another, Venus and Uranus shivered 

free from the collective spiral of the solar system and began to rotate clockwise. 

The retrograde rotation of these two massive oddities propels them counter to the 

sun’s spin.

 There is an amalgam of theories as to how this came to be. Since every planet 

but Venus spins west to east, her westward inclination and her dense, soupy at-

mosphere might affect gravity, causing this unique motion. Uranus, for her part, 

is tilted so dramatically she might as well be spinning on her side, smiling up at 

a skewed portrait of existence as it swirls by, above her head. Perhaps the planets 

were both struck by massive groups of debris, bombarded in their infancy until 

they found it easier to simply succumb to the proposed forces and retreat. Either 

could’ve been struck disastrously by another planet and sent spinning, betrayed 

and bewildered.

 But Uranus carried her moons along with her, and so some are convinced 

that the lot was hammered by hundreds of smaller collisions, tightening their 

union and scattering the remains to form yet more dust, maybe more moons. 

It’s possible Uranus had a moon so large that it tugged her rotation down with 

the force of its gravity so that she began to spin along the horizontal. Later, that 

moon could’ve been knocked away by another planet and shattered into nothing.

 Venus’s story probably began and ended with less flare. For a time, she 

might’ve fit right in, and only gradually did her rotation slow, unraveling into 

something nearly static before vaulting back, pendulum-style, in the opposite di-

rection. The sun’s gravitational pull was so strong on her dense, viscous atmo-

sphere, that tides in the skies would swirl amongst gravitational attractions from 

other planets, enough to spin her on her heel. What’s more, on lovesick, seasick 

Venus, forever separated from the trajectory of her youth, the days last   
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longer than the years.

...

 “I’m Paul. Nine o clock appointment” 

She checks her watch and tries to return his grin, but feels the enthusiasm a little 

unnecessary for, oh, 8:44 AM. Her pen skates abrasively over the pliant paper on 

the clipboard, which is facing him. Time of arrival, h h O eight. Paul, in tweed and 

leaning overbearingly against the counter, looks down to watch her scrawl the 

time before peering at her again, eyebrows knitted.

 “Where’d you learn to do that?”

 “Do what?”

 “You wrote the time upside down, so I could read what you were writing be-

fore you did.”

 “Oh, that?” She smiles weakly. “Trick of the trade.”

 She still feels that way often, that the words she writes are tricks, deceptions, 

coiled up in her wrists and ready to spring forth as the forms prompt her to de-

posit them. Even on paper, they seem to falter, ready to peel back up and scamper 

off should she reveal her crimes. These symbols are more than tricks, they are 

stolen. She sits at a desk and scribbles for a living, and yet every stroke of her 

ballpoint pen remains a violent revolt against the standards of her upbringing.

...

 Dad was never big on little girls learning to write. He wasn’t a nasty man, he 

didn’t think he was depriving her of anything that’d hurt her later on. It was the 

two of them against the world, after all, so he taught her to cook and sew, to clean 

and schmooze, all the skills she’d need to make another man as happy as she 

made him, when she was grown and ready. He even taught her to read, because 

reading was passive, and therefore permissible. Quiet, non-confrontational, and 

ladylike when done properly, reading was like eating, she quickly learned. You sat 

down carefully and leaned back in your chair and then eggs and ideas were slid 

onto the table in front of you. Dad explained to her that reading was better than 

writing for little girls with little ideas. Better to let Dad do the cooking and the 

thinking. Without flare or objection, then, Dad read her the bible every morning 

over their toast and juice and furrowed brows.

 Dad had also been the best preacher she’d ever seen. Lots of people had 

said the same thing. The words would dribble reassuringly out of his mouth
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like gravel crunching beneath her winter boots. Quite the talker, and quite good 

at it too, he could fill in the spaces in her mind with his honey words so she didn’t 

have to worry herself. And for the briefest and happiest of times, she didn’t worry. 

Her every day existed in tight rotation around her father, drawn ever closer by the 

easygoing lull of a life made up of consuming and taking. You can always learn 

when you’re older, when you’re brighter, became their shared mantra. She repeat-

ed it to herself as she stepped out into the day holding his rose-colored hand, their 

fingers laced together and every rift sealed. 

 The change must’ve come when she began to notice the cracks. Not only 

between their fingers did crevasses seem to appear, but everywhere within the 

folds of her room. She saw them where the trim separated in the corner, where 

the window swelled open and stayed ajar in summer, where the floorboards split 

apart, and where her bed sat almost imperceptibly a half inch away from the wall. 

They were never longer than the Bible, never wider than her small lips when she 

kissed them, but there was no doubt about it. They were just the right size to hide 

pencils.

 Next, the pencils themselves began to appear. As soon as she stepped off of 

the network of dirt roads surrounding their home, the artificial, intentional allure 

of pavement sent pencil upon pen rolling provocatively towards her feet. They 

were cheerfully offered to her when she accompanied her father into town, in 

sickly shades of green and pink with bank decals and grocery store labels scrawled 

across them. He’d give her that same knowing grin and kindly shake his head at 

the bewildered clerk, but with the pencils being pulled into her gravity she wasn’t 

so sure anymore. Maybe Dad would understand if I could just find the words to 

explain. But she was so young, her mind still so foggy and full of morning dew. 

Little girls with little hands were not supposed to have ideas so big they required 

those gangly wooden swords. No, her desires were sinful, and if she knew what 

was good she would never reveal them. The act of speaking about writing was 

nearly as unwelcome as the act of writing itself.

 She wondered if maybe she already contained the capacity to write within 

her, but not the tools. She knew the letters, after all, at least the 26 that appeared 

in the Bible. She hadn’t a reliable way of knowing if there were more out there. 

It was walking through the glades behind her house on vanishing autumn after-

noons that convinced her she needed to act. Looking up at the trees, she could tell 

a sugar maple from a dogwood, a northern red oak from a flowering white oak, 

and a red maple from a yellow beach almost without thinking. She recognized 

these tall, welcoming neighbors as she did words on a page, all thanks to her
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father. But she acknowledged with a sinking feeling in her heart that if she were 

to try to return home and recreate these trees in her mind’s eye, something would 

be missing. They did not exist in her mind as they did when she was passively 

watching them. The words in her book, too, then, would not be hers until she took 

some action to claim them. They represented both a temptation and a course to 

be set in motion.

 The very first pencil she took did not belong to anyone at all. She found it 

stamped into the dirt while out on one of her walks, her own personal devil leer-

ing up at her from what might as well have been the desert floor. Her stomach 

was in her throat and her heartbeat was bubbling below, boiling her lunch before 

she could even think. A most apologetic Eve, she tucked the tiny yellow staff into 

the band of her tightie-whities and began the march back home. She left the pen-

cil to simmer and stab in its inconvenient resting place all throughout the rest of 

the day, afraid to acknowledge her crime until she was at least protected by the 

cover of darkness. 

 That night, as she and Dad read through their Bible verses together before 

bed, she was sure she was already in Hell. Ancient, tectonic heat seemed to sift up 

through the hardwood floor. Her skin writhed and withered up in the dry, smoky 

heat as he read on. Her mind was racing, she must have coughed a hundred times, 

but it was her extremities, her sinning fingers and curled toes, that really took 

the brunt of the torment. She clenched the sweaty sheets and did everything she 

could to keep from squirming, but her excruciation could not go unnoticed. 

 “Aren’t you a wiggly little piggy tonight?” Dad prodded, smiling. “You’ll never 

get to sleep at this rate.” She thought immediately of the unclean pigs of Leviticus 

and knew she’d been condemned. 

 “Dad?” Her voice was shaking, despite herself. “Do you think I could actually 

borrow the book tonight? I’d like to try to do some reading on my own before I go 

to bed.”

 The poor man didn’t have a clue. He handed her the heavy, bound Bible, 

nearly as big as her torso, kissed her on the forehead, and sealed her fate. She 

lay on her back, clutching the book to her chest. She waited what felt like hours 

with thousands of pages sandwiching her down into the springs of her mattress, 

continually expecting him to burst through the door and pry the book from her 

hands, snap the pencil and make her eat the poisoned shavings like he did with 

soap the first time she said “damn.”

 When she finally sat up, she felt no more secure than before. She wrapped 

her tiny, lanky body around her worldly possessions, the Bible, and dusty pencil
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cradled between her sweaty arms and trembling thighs, and contemplated her 

fate. By clenching the pencil at the far end, squeezing it the way one did the poles 

on the merry-go-round, she could keep the force of its sinful influence away from 

her person. It was after assuming this position that she for the first time attempt-

ed to write. The white of the paper was too daunting, however, which meant that 

she began to form letters in the only way she could fathom, by tracing again and 

again, the sacred stories already covering the pages in her own shaking hand. 

 This was the first of many such nights spent agitated and alone with her 

perpetually unfinished business, tracing over what was already written but never 

making a mark of her own. She pinpointed this period too as the beginning of 

Dad’s decline. She arrived at the breakfast table with her eyes already swollen 

from a night’s worth of moonlit reading. Her stare would glaze over when he 

spoke now. Where had that fascination, that youthful adoration gone? And it 

could’ve been the ever-shrinking angle between their heads, but he could swear 

that when she smiled up at him these days, her grin didn’t stretch quite so wide. 

Growing pains, he called it, for the both of them. Nothing but a bit of prepubes-

cent angst. So he bought her a Bible of her own for her ninth birthday and tried 

to put it out of his mind. 

 Later, she came to terms with the fact that it was having Dad in the home that 

had allowed her to become the person she was. What little she needed of  his in 

order to grow and mature, his confidence, his ease, his eloquence, she could never 

have gotten while he was with her. Only from a distance did her tracing become 

writing, did her eyes adjust to the light of day. If Dad hadn’t decided he needed 

some space, from her and the rest of the world, she never would’ve had the op-

portunity to become a receptionist for such a prominent local oral hygienist and 

practice her careful, often upside down script for a living. She thanks her lucky 

stars for this every day.

 It was also later that she came to understand that not everyone—curious 

friends, apathetic boyfriends—was going to be capable of comprehending what 

it might mean to read without the faintest concept of how to write. When 

they watched her put pen to paper and trace out her letters, their faces always 

scrunched up, their necks cocked, or they made little huffs of disbelief. Free from 

kindergarten conventions of bottom to top and left to right, her letters seemed to 

spiral in all directions at once. They weren’t inscribed on the page but unleashed 

onto it. Though her friends felt they were watching magic, all she perceived was 

their fear, and so to bridge that gap she came up with a series of complex analo-

gies to describe the way her words had come to be. 
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 When you look at a broken analog clock, she said, or a clock not yet cranked 

and started on its journey, it does not convey a time. There is potential within it 

to communicate time, but until it is in motion that time does not exist. Before 

I could write, letters to me were like broken clocks. Printed on paper, I could 

understand their potential to express meaning, to tell stories, but until I applied 

motion to them this meaning wasn’t anything beyond what had already been 

written. Most people, having seen it done before, would expect a clock to move, 

well, clockwise, but since I had never seen a clock in motion, only frozen in its 

various positions, this was not a given. My clocks, when I gave them life all as a 

girl, sometimes turned upside down, sometimes from the inside out, sometimes 

over in the top left corner and then later filling in the rest, sometimes even clock-

wise. But how was I to know the right way of spinning? More often than not, she 

concluded, my letters are drawn clockwise. It’s yours that are formed all wrong.

...

 Since Paul still has yet to lose interest and wander off, she decides to give him 

the abbreviated explanation. Looking at his long, rather hairy fingers, she tells 

him that they trace the usual path, that his words when recorded rotate in line 

with planets one through six. 

 “Did you know that two of the eight planets rotate in the opposite direction?”

 “What? That can’t be right.”

 “No, it is. Venus and Uranus. I like to think of it like, well as if the words 

I write are just rotating differently from everyone else’s. The closed loop is the 

same or the product on paper. It’s just I have a sort of funny way of getting there. 

Maybe I was hit by an asteroid or something.”

He’s really grinning now. Without intending to, she’s provided him with exactly 

what he wanted.

 “Only two planets that rotate counterclockwise, huh? Guess you’re just a Ve-

nus looking to link up with your Uranus.”

 She did not spend much time looking in mirrors growing up, and so often has 

a hard time telling exactly what sort of expression she is making, but this time 

she’s sure she must be grimacing.

 Paul doesn’t know this, but orbits were to become destabilized in a mature 

system like ours, misalign from their orbits and engage in some sort of interaction 

with any semblance of “linking up,” the ensuing collision would be so massive 

that every trace of life would be erased within minutes. It would be the ultimate
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extinction event, the two planets gone with only a tremendous cloud of bright, 

infrared dust circling in their places. She smiles at this realization. It wouldn’t 

be all that bad, come to think of it. The grazing collisions of adolescent planets 

have created moons, after all. Whole systems and structures springing from the 

chance of pure annihilation.

 There has been a significant pause, and Paul is getting noticeably uncom-

fortable. She doesn’t like him much, but she desperately wants to say something 

funny and impressionable. Turning her mind over, she curls and then uncurls one 

strand of hair around her finger, clockwise and then counterclockwise, with her 

eyes fixed on his expectant face.

 “Sorry, I don’t believe in astrology.”
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Invertebrate
  Linfei Yang

                     

                     jam of crushed \ snails 

smeared across the driveway / and 

                        pavement gum \ rippling

                under the sunset the / Snake Charmer is 

                hosting poker tonight \ inviting two special guests

                         and of one he says \ she has a thing

                   for you she is here why \ don’t you come

                                                   play / and there it is again

                                a wanton want | a needling need

                                superbly slime | sublimely spineless

                          so where did it go / wrong to say I love you

                                is it too early / at two weeks it

                                              was / probably

   like the dust on your printer / along with your 

                                        words \ now neglected four months after

                   under the snow and \ the lull of hibernation until spring 

when the thoughts in your head \ demand to be thought of

                                               again \ and there it is again 

                                a wanton want | a needling need

                                superbly slime | sublimely spineless

  whether it’s no boots on the bed \ or 

                             being so cocksure \ of the cards in your hand 

    that get in the way of pretending / that boxes of tissue

                          and six tubes of wet \ wipes

   means you still have control over / the semblance of your 

                                                     life \ cause you to twist more intensely

                          at the hair on your head \ the moment you slither out of your                           

                        room and there  it is again \ yet

                                      a wanton want | a needling need

                                      superbly slime | sublimely spineless

                 for what good is a Russian / if he can’t stand the cold

                     and what good is a Jew / if you don’t 

                                              believe / chimes the Snake Charmer’s Been

                     but you are no snake / meet me 

                                         halfway / between leaning against friends 
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                                            shifts – dinners 

                         market analysis –– Friday service

           fathers working double ––– mothers getting fired 

                  heavy metal –– fencing match

                                       between – everything in

           

               who you fear \ who you love      

                what you gain \ what you lose

       cannot be expressed \ through an anonymous candygram 

                  break the glass \ instead of tapping 

                               en garde \ there it is again 

                      a wanton want | a needling need

                      superbly slime | sublimely spineless

                              you have eight arms \ and that is why there 

is not enough bottles of hand sanitizers \ no pump and circumstance 

                             that can keep you clean \ no placebic

                                                           melody \ that can keep you sane if

                          in the most sterile of places \ the antique-est of museums 

                                             you can still find / it 

                                                            yourself \ there it is again

                                                  a wanton want | a needling need

                                                  superbly slime | sublimely spineless

           like when you threw in your chips \ when will you throw in the chips

                                          on your shoulder \ there are better things to

                     carry down South Street drive / way after sunset 

                              like a good conversation \ you say you’re looking for 

                                  the real thing this time \ but you already know 

                                       what the real thing is \ you already know 

                                             what the real thing \ is fluent 

                                                     as your Russian \ why not just say it

                                                        a wanton want | a needling need

                                                        superbly slime | sublimely spineless

       speakeasy | octopi
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Sap
 Heather Schiller
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The Way of Small Things
  Neiha Lasharie

       i dream about losing my teeth each night,

                           one by one they abscond into my hands into my lap

   

       this is not new       once a cockroach fell onto my head

                           grisly like blood from the showerhead       i screamed and it

       slipped onto my breast matched my eyes for its antennae       the small things 

                           are more afraid of you than you are of them, dadda said,

       but i am a small thing and i am furious in my fear       my gums are dry 

                           casks of aged dust and my teeth do not have it in them to

       stay within me       each morning i suck you into my teeth for assurance 

                           is it dishonest if i don’t miss you with all my teeth?

       another time a tooth was lodged into my side and i dug it out like a bullet

                           i have a cockroach story for this too       maybe it was winter and

       maybe even cockroaches need warmth but i did too in that bathrobe in

                            my parents’ bed       you had wings that time and they scraped

       my sides       but you dug yourself out and flew screaming       no bullets here

                            i am tired of the teeth and cockroaches        ugly in my mouth

       my words fold around the fullness of my teeth       one for every cockroach 

                            (there is even a tooth for you and you are not a cockroach

       and nor are you dead but even that tooth can fantasize)

                            all small things must fight       and that is the way of it
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  Jewel in the Lotus 
  Rani Deshpande

 ‘‘The city lights are so beautiful.’’

       Radha Yasodhara releases her skirted legs from a lotus, letting the little elec-

tric sensations pulse through. She pulls them in and curling her arms around 

them, tucking them into a little ball, trying her best to protect herself from the 

arctic wrath of an incessant AC. She is seated on the little windowsill between 

her room and the neon sky, twenty storeies off the ground. She lets her head fall 

to rest on the glass, hearing the comforting white noise of monsoon spray against 

the other side. Roanapore is a fountain of dreams.

 “I’m lost in a dream. I can touch the face of the Moon. I’m a magician, I 

am.” 

 “You say this same shit every night,” enters a second voice.

 Radha turns back. The room lights are off, not that those lights have been 

used for a week. By the door, Asif Khan’s sharp jawline and radiant cheekbones 

are cast in distorted magenta from the giant Samandar Airlines advert on the 

building across the street. He is wearing nothing but a midnight-blue bathrobe, 

and his wet, silver-blue hair dances down in twirling vines that sprawl across his 

shoulders.

 “If I hear you wax lyrical about the aura of the city one more time, I will throw 

you out your window.” Asif’s tone is as flat as glass. “You’ll enjoy the romance of 

flight.’’

 Radha snorts. “Thanks, Thought Policeman Khan.” 

 “You did leave the door open. Anyway, it is my flat.”

 “Look. It’s not like you do anything better.”

 Asif places his hands on his hips in mock indignation. “I do things better – 

better things – yeah.”

      “I saw you last night. You weren’t wearing a shirt and you had that VR head-

band on, playing Water Melody for seven hours in one go.” 

       Asif finally allows himself a slight laugh. “Six and a half.”

 “It is all the same.” Radha looks past Asif, out the door at the flat’s empty, 

equally dark sitting room. “Where’s Isyana?”

      Asif shrugs. “Gone.”
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a turns away, returning to her watch. Down below, a silver arrow of a Roanapore 

Metro train streaks left along the median of Iqbal Hospital Road, sliding into 

the frosted bubble of an elevated station nineteen storeies below her. “As usual,” 

Radha says.

Asif hums. “I think she was going out to the night market at Chauhan Park.” 

Two metro stops from here. “Not sure what she wanted.” 

 “She sure goes to markets an awful lot these nights.” 

“It’s probably nothing,” says Asif.

 “Don’t you see anything off with this? She’s never been to markets before. 

Now she’s been to like five different ones in the past week.”

 “Not really. Remember last December when she went to Kolkata for a week 

without telling anyone?”

 “Yeah, and you don’t see anything wrong with that? She’s still never explained 

that.”

 Asif turns on his heels. “Yeah, you keep believing that. I’m going to go back 

to Water Melody.”

 Radha just bows her head, and as she hears Asif’s cat-like footsteps fade be-

hind her, she casts her eyes high up. Out before her sprawls the maze of glass and 

spice and humanity that is North Roanapore, its million lights refracting through 

a billion prismatic raindrops that flood this city with a rainbow haze. 

 If Radha runs her eyes north, down Lansdowne Road and into the distance, 

she can barely make out the clustered domes and spires of Roanapore’s old town. 

Perhaps they were why the British had once called this city the Florence of the 

Orient. 

 It’s been almost a century and eight years since the British left, and Radha 

doesn’t think Florence quite compares to this.

***                                             

 Asif and Radha have known each other since they were children, since far 

before Radha called herself Radha. Eyeing what she thinks are a pair of drunk 

salaryman prancing through puddles by the station, Radha pauses for a moment; 

has she really been alive so long that she can think of herself in those words?

 She doesn’t want to remember their hometown. It’s one of the hill stations 

out to the north, by the Bangladeshi border. It’s sandwiched between emerald hills 

and a crystal lake, trapped like a mosquito in amber from a century ago. Radha 

is still remembered there as Raj Sundar Das or whatever else they choose to call 

her. Her father is the local chief of police, iron-willed and iron-fisted, the  
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sort of man Gangnam could fashion into the hero of a crime drama.

 In the distance, Radha sees the sapphire beacon of a Roanapore Metro Po-

lice helicopter cross the sky from southwest to northeast. Of course, she knows 

far too well that Balram Das had only become such a man once his wife had 

disappeared and his once-picture-perfect home life had gone to shit. Befitting 

for the hero of a crime drama. Radha had been eleven.

 A vision of a sky-blue fashion model twirls above one of the shops she can 

see down below. Radha had been thirteen and trying out some clothes she’d 

liberated from what her mother had left behind when Asif had walked in. Radha 

hadn’t known what to expect, but Asif had just looked at her funny for a second, 

then sat down and whispered to her that word for the first time. Hijra. Radha 

had walked in on Asif wanking the next day, so balance had been restored in the 

end. Karma.

 Unfurled under Samandar Airlines lies a political party banner, saffron and 

laden with the face of that actress-turned-politician whose name Radha can’t 

remember and can’t be arsed to read. Asif is, or rather was, the son of the local 

MP, one of the last to have been elected in the twentieth century. Asif’s twin 

bothers Mudasir and Salman continue to battle to the death in court over their 

family inheritance. Asif had wisely taken his share and taken the next train out 

to the capital, to occupy his father’s old flat. Radha had gone along with him. 

They had both been sixteen.

 “Radha?”

 That had been a year ago. Now, the two of them are trapped bathing in the 

amniotic fluid that soaks through every vertex of the awkward limbo between 

their first and second years of junior college. And every night Radha still looks 

out at the city lights with a silent thank you, knowing that she’ll never have to 

see those emerald hills or that crystal lake ever again.

 “Radha!”

 She snaps her head aside. Her leg slides just a centimeter too far over the 

edge and sends her toppling over. Asif is there to catch her with a trembling 

hand, looping his other arm around her waist and guiding her, past the cute 

little couch she sleeps on and past the computer screen on the wall and out the 

closet that he has converted into her room.

 “Something’s happened,” he says, her shoulder catching the end of his hair 

and sweeping it away. His VR headband is nowhere in sight, and even though 

Radha is still a little dazed from being torn away from her city, it is that fact that 

snaps her fully to attention.
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***

 Radha does not fully grasp the magnitude of Asif’s words before she is led 

into the sitting room. It currently doubles as Asif’s bedroom – Asif has given the 

other bedroom to Isyana – and somehow is an even more backscattered mess 

than it had been yesterday.

 Soon Radha is standing on a bamboo mat, trying to avoid planting her 

bare feet on one of Asif’s dirty socks or his stacks of old books. She dusts off 

her black top. Asif is holding out his sapphire phone screen, set to some news 

stream.

 …reports of a small explosion at Chauhan Park night market, speaks a 

woman’s synthesized voice in Samandari. The Roanapore city police have yet to 

make a public statement. The park, along with Chauhan Park metro station, has 

been closed temporarily while police and firefighters…

 “Oh – fuck, that’s – that’s – Isyana’s there,” says Radha.

 “Yeah,” Asif exhales. “She’s probably alright, I don’t think anyone was seri-

ously hurt, but…”

 “Have – have you tried contacting her?”

 “Yeah. Twice. She hasn’t responded. I’m sure she’s alright though – I’m sure 

– probably just on the train.”

 Asif’s finger slips, and the phone accidentally switches to a different stream. 

Several minor injuries have been reported, the voice continues, this one an 

equally synthetic baritone man, speaking Australian-accented English. Witness-

es have reported sightings of a mysterious female figure…

 This stream shifts to a grainy set of poor quality video footage that may as 

well have been sampled from a child’s first Super 8. In the distance, wrapped 

in curtains of sodium yellow streetlight, stands the outline of a young woman, 

glowing with the faintest aura of alien blue. The figure takes determined steps 

away from the camera as if she’s swinging an invisible blade at an invisible 

monster, but in this starless dark, Radha can’t discern anything.

 Yet Radha squints. The figure’s height, the glowing outline’s shape, even a 

distinctive bounce in her walk, all look almost sickeningly familiar. Radha is cer-

tain she has seen this exact same gait when she last saw Isyana shuffle across 

the flat. Or is Radha just tired?

 “Who is that?” Asif asks.

 Her chest beginning to cry from a strange shooting pain, Radha narrows her 

eyes at the glowing form, as the stream begins flashing through another equally 

grainy sequence of images. “You don’t think it’s…”

 Asif raises one hand, fingers steeled. “I – I have a fairly good idea what
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you’re about to say,” he says, “and I’m going to stop you before you do.”

 “But – it looks like her.” Even as she is saying this, Radha doesn’t believe 

herself. “What is she even doing?”

 He lets out a great sigh. “Radha – whoever that is – I hope you realize – fif-

teen million people live in this city.”

 “Yeah, but – but – think about it like this. How many of those fifteen million 

people look like that? That’s – that’s…” Radha can’t bring herself to say Isyana’s 

name. It’s simply too absurd.

 He raises his head to look straight at her with knife eyes. “It’s fifteen mil-

lion, Radha,” he says. “Probably a lot of people. Now I’m going to try ringing her 

again…” 

 Before Asif can even close the stream, the flat’s front door unlocks and 

slides open with a temple bell chime, and in walks Isyana Somi, covered from 

head to knee in a clear poncho. The rainwater makes its surface shine like a 

coat of a thousand diamonds. 

 Radha watches her from the dark as she throws her shoes off, sets her bag 

down on the kitchenette counter, looks straight into Radha’s eyes, then to Asif’s 

slightly contorted face, and then back at Radha, before biting her lip and shak-

ing her head in slight bemusement.

 “You two are out here,” Isyana says, accentuating the words with a snakelike 

bite. “Welcome back to the living. Asif, you have even fewer clothes on today.” 

She laughs at herself. “I’d say that’s an improvement, but, you know, you didn’t 

have a shirt on yesterday.”

 Isyana gestures at the entrance lights, and a moment later, her face is flood-

lit in lily white. Shadows crawl across the distinctive narrow eyes and flattened 

nose of Isyana’s ancestry and family namesake, one of the tribal peoples in Sa-

mandar’s eastern hill tracts. She speaks English with the lilted accent of some-

one whose first language is tonal. Asif hadn’t known either of those things, and 

he’d genuinely thought with all his heart when he’d first met Isyana that she’d 

been a Filipina expatriate. 

 Radha would have laughed at him then, but, for her part, she’d assumed 

that Isyana had been Indonesian.

 “You two look like you’ve seen a ghost, Radha,” Isyana continues.

 “Are you alright?” Asif asks. “I tried –”

 She waves a dismissive hand, scattering droplets of water towards the kitch-

enette. “I’m…fine,” she says. “If it’s that weirdness at Chauhan you mean, I was 

gone before it happened. I couldn’t reach my phone.” She crinkles her nose.
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“It still smells like cow shit in here. Thank God I finally got us a diffuser.” As if 

to prove her point, she pulls a drowned frosted plastic box from her bag and lays 

it on the table.

 Isyana then pulls her poncho over her head, letting it dazzle in the LEDs, 

letting her trapped skin air out. She is wearing sleeveless aquamarine kameez, 

one of the mildly fashionable ones that have become popular again since 

the late 2040s. Radha notices a very vivid ruby speckled across Isyana’s arm. 

“You’re bleeding,” says Radha.

 “I am?” Isyana turns her arm over to look at the thin red curve arcing 

halfway up her forearm as if she hasn’t realized the wound is there. “Oh – it’s – 

probably nothing. I probably just sliced my hand against the train door when I 

was walking out.”

 Before Radha can question her further, Isyana disappears into the bath-

room, shaking her hair out. If Isyana had straightened her hair as normal, then 

the night monsoon has taken its aquatic hammer to it.

 Or, as Radha tries not to consider, something else has.

 “It’s nothing,” Asif says, perhaps twenty seconds after Isyana has left. “Even 

if you’re really that curious, the police will find out who the girl is by the end 

of the week. I’m sure of it. I know you’re worried, but if it’s really something 

important, Isyana would tell us, wouldn’t she?”

    But Radha sees in Asif’s eyes that he, too, has noticed how big Isyana’s cut is. 
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A Trip to the Furniture Store
 Kennedy Velikonja 
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Chairs
 Kennedy Velikonja 
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#2, Cannon Ball Rd. Sharon, MA.
 Scott Kaplan
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 The Plural of Haiku is Haiku
  Emily Sperber 

Learned more about love 

from action movies than from 

his own two parents

You see a line when

I see a circle, then we

move to Manhattan

and see big prisms that are 

pulled over us. It rains here.

Heroine, she was

to the old but not the new

people who knew her

and the drug she was named af-

ter, surged through her veins like a horse.
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Steps
  Brooke Durkan

Godly Folks don’t wear velcro shoes. 

It says in the Bible, “angels prefer 

ankle-cut satin socks and untreated leather loafers 

perforated for decoration in Godly patterns.” 

I’m living in the attic apartment of the Amherst Chabad House. 

Rabbi Yoseph has eight children, seven at home, 

and when I babysit his wife Zahava makes me sandwiches; 

Kosher hummus, lox, grain-flecked rye bread, and blessings. 

Rent is only $500 and Sabbath dinners are free. 

Berel, the youngest, is almost one and can stand up 

when he falls. His shirt is damp with drool. 

His whole foot the length of my index finger. 

God said, “Love thy landlord,” and Father O’Donnell 

said “God does not want stupid Brothers and Sisters” 

so when I take Berel out for walks I speak to him in French. 

J’aime bien tes chaussures velcros! Est-ce que tu aimes la mienne? 

I walk beside him, and when he tires, lift and carry him. 

His first word is something Hebrew I can’t pronounce. 
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Red Room
 Tyler Shelby
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And So Came the Hoard 
  Ka’ai Fenandez

 Walls and fences are similar, but not quite the same. A fence keeps livestock 

from roaming, a wall keeps people from roaming. 

 

 Love, in my experience, is a predator of the mind and a belt for the heart. In 

nature, a predator is a necessity; it ensures that the strong live and the weak or 

sick die. However, a predator is not one to discriminate, opportunities are never 

overlooked. Belts are another such thing, good and bad. Useless if they’re too 

loose, painful if they’re too tight, this is particularly annoying when a favored 

belt no longer fits. 

 In general, the concept of a soul is only something I indulge in when I can’t 

comprehend my own feelings. Science has no proof that the human soul exists, 

and if it does, it’s most likely in the brain, hiding somewhere behind the skull, in 

the frontal lobe or maybe the cortex. The thought of my soul resting in my rib-

cage is not a pleasant one. If anything, I prefer to think it resides in the stomach. 

 The first time I said “I love you” to someone who wasn’t family, it was a 

reply, so, “I love you too,” would be more accurate. 

                            

 Humans seem to be fascinated with walls. We have mental walls, walls 

around our heart, walls around our cities. Walls for days, that last centuries, 

which makes it all the more exciting when they are breached, or maybe it’s terri-

fying, or both. The mind oftentimes cannot tell the difference between these two 

emotions, as they are too similar.

 

 From the 3rd century BC to the 1st century AD, the Xiongnu people ruled 

the Asian Steppes, harassing what is now China by doing things to show that 

they cared about and acknowledged the Chinese state, like continually invading 

them. These violent notions of affection were unreturned, much to the heart-

break of the Xiongnu, who decided that “No, can you please stop invading 
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invading us and fuck off,” actually meant, “Hey Xiongnu, it’s me, The Han dynas-

ty, I’m digging the whole ‘invade and kill my people’ thing you got going on, and 

think you should do it more often!” This miscommunication was, unfortunately, 

not considered appropriate to air on the Homes Funniest Videos: BC Edition, 

mostly due to all the death, mostly.

 The Great Wall of China would have been useful to keep the Xiongnu from 

invading if it had been built in the right century. However, it wasn’t. Foresight is 

20/20. Walls are typically only effective when they’re intact. 

 In Chinese, Xiongnu means Ferocious Slaves.

                    

Obesity and Gout are the slaves brought about by too much of a tasty thing, 

sweets and salt, who are twins, opposites. At this point, internal functions of the 

body fail and external chemicals, or external leg chopping, must be done to save 

the person. 

 Love pours down the throat like syrup, thick, hot, amber in color. It’s not 

sweet, however. There is no taste, but it enhances life, so maybe love is like liq-

uid MSG. MSG is the only food where the layman’s name is an acronym.

    

 Walls can show fear, the ‘us’ vs ‘them’ mentality. This is especially true 

when ‘we’ becomes ‘w  │ e’ and so ‘us’ vs ‘them’ is born from a whole.  

 Some of the most famous walls in the world were built to keep something 

out, The Great Wall of China and the walls that surrounded Rome were some 

of the finest walls to ever be constructed, until they weren’t, as both places have 

been invaded multiple times.

    

 The 4th, 5th and 6th century AD were interesting times, given the fact that 

the Huns were running around, trading shit, finding shit and invading shit. 

Something they really liked to invade was Europe, as in most of it. Starting 

somewhere in the Asian Steppes, historians aren’t sure exactly where, the Huns 

were mysterious like that, the Huns push forward into Europe, conquering peo-

ple, pillaging villages, and generally having a nice time. 
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 The Huns don’t really care about walls, being as they were mostly a nomadic 

civilization. Therefore, they are rather good at going through, over, or around 

walls. Interestingly enough, being horse oriented means going under is not 

much of an option.

 

 The ribcage is a formidable wall of bone, but not as impressive as the skull. 

Both are designed to fortify something important. To perform CPR, the ribs 

must be broken. Lobotomies and the skull have a more complicated relation-

ship.

 When I first said, “I don’t love you,” two things must be noted. I added, “I’m 

sorry,” and it wasn’t a reply.

 Love is a wall which keeps the mind out of the ribcage, and a fence which 

keeps the soul in.

 Constantinople, or the Eastern Roman Empire, is a civilization that ranks 

high in two categories: having no chill and throwing the Western Roma Empire 

under the Hun driven bus. This bus throwing was done mostly when the Easter 

Roman Empire had a conversation with the invading Huns that went something 

like this. “Yo, Huns, I know you were thinking about invading us again, but, it’s 

like, you’re going to kill a bunch of us, we’re going to kill some of you, pretty 

boring, right? But the Western Roman Empire, they’re our twin, well, they ain’t 

doing so hot right now, you know? So… if you invade them instead of us, I won’t 

tell them you’re coming. That cool?” 

 To which the Huns responded, “That’s fucked up, but k.” 

 And so the Western Roman Empire’s eventual destruction was sealed. Walls 

don’t help much when the soul of the Empire is a dick and doesn’t tell the rot-

ting brain what’s happening. 

 The Huns and the Xiongnu were known to be archenemies, like if Tim and 

Jerry lead armies of deadly horsemen. This is particularly sad because some 

historians believe that at one point in time, the Huns and Xiongnu were thought 

to be one people. Because no one can agree on anything since the beginning of 

time, other historians disagree. The conflict between historians, similarly to the 
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conflict between the Huns and the Xiongnu, is a shame, as it furthers the ‘them’ 

vs ‘us’ mentality.

 When I fell out of love, my soul forgot to tell my brain, and my heart simply 

kept thumping away, uncaring. When my brain realized I, it, was no longer in 

love, and that it, I, was no longer whole with ‘them’ and it was now only ‘us,’ 

‘w│e’ internally checked to make sure this was true.

 Mostly, by staring at walls.
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Growing Up a Wolf in the News 
  Isabelle Hahn

I have seen these words for years 

carved into the back of my eyes 

reflected onto patterns of light, the floor,  

 the face. 

 

The face that adores mine, 

plumps with memorial nostalgia 

when met across cigarettes and shakes 

 delusional prince, thrown away.

Back to the words: 

which are reflected inside out

Head Shoulders Knees and Toes     
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and scrambled without substance, 

which took me cities to figure out. 

Back to the words: 

whispered into metal doors 

soaked through hotel carpets, 

my battered skin cells left behind. 

 

Let me cradle them in your broken arm, 

stroke their hair 

and call them Calliope. 

Maybe they’ll pretend to fall in love - 

 

with confusion and hurt, 

and eyes too innocent to name  

what they see written and scrambled behind them. 

 A subconscious elegy.  

 

by Keegan Barone
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Untitled
 Abby Cohn
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  Megan Loreto

Evening Light

Everyone spoke of her transformation; we were fascinated.  

He was “seriously flawed” we agreed,  

but if she was happy?  

It was the distance that comforted us most.  

She was overseas, far away, learning to walk on land we had never seen,  

only heard of.  

We bit our tongues until they bled with envy. 

 

They took trips around the world 

--the happy couple-- 

and we assumed he was cheating.  

She was oblivious to it all,  

she must be.  

They would not last the year,  

we bet.  

When they returned to town  

we bargained for spots at the party they threw  

upon the news of expecting. 

Vases of pink peonies, dark hardwood floors, white china.  

She kept a clean house 

--we could admit-- 

but he was distant.  

“In his office,” she told us,  

“working.”  

We smiled when she was looking,  

raised our eyebrows  

when she turned her back.  

She poured lemonade into glasses of ice  

offered us slivers of cake topped with strawberries and cream.  

Almost one of us. 
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We left 

satisfied 

by the instability  

that surrounded them.  

 

But peering into their garden  

that spring,  

watching him touch her hair, 

gently,  

while she read a book in the evening light,  

I heard him tell her it was getting cold.  

And she nodded,  

brushed his cheek with her fingertip 

--as though wiping away a tear-- 

and went back inside.  

 

He stood at the edge of the picket fence  

he had painted white  

almost a year ago  

in the heat of summer, 

looked at all the darkened windows  

lining the street,  

the people beyond the glass panes 

long gone off to bed.  

Their dreams  

filled with paint swatches, birthday party invitations,  

the next meal they would prepare.  

 

When he saw me in the street  

transfixed by his little Eden 

he smiled and turned away.  

By the time the newspapers  

were thrown into the street  

the next morning  

they were gone.  
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Untitled
 Isabella Lalonde
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Wood Splitting
  Ben Papsun

The calluses at the bases of my fingers have faded. 

Winter has passed, and we no longer need firewood. 

No longer do I need to venture outside, bundled up, 

And pick a log from the pile, ripe for execution. 

No longer must I grip the cold wood of the ax handle. 

I was taught several years ago to bend my knees as I swung, 

Using my haunches like a spring-loaded knife. 

I remember the man who taught me the technique while I was camping in 

Vermont.  

His cheeks were rosy, 

And his breath reeked of liquor. 

He seemed like a nice man. He was patient when he taught me how to split 

wood. 

He was less patient when he offered my friend a ride later that night. 

He drunkenly pleaded for her to get into his car, 

“C’mon, let’s go,” he grumbled to her, 

And she had to put on an amiable face and politely decline, 

This despite knowing that he kept an ax in his lean-to, by the side of his 

bed. 

The same ax I had used to practice my technique. 
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Fish Kit
 Eun Soo Koh
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Miss Me Miss Me
  Kyandreia Jones

I watch CNN like, cheeky, motherfucker. The news is the new birth control. 

I won’t bring you into this world, baby. They point guns at my womb, baby. 

I won’t bring you into this world. They will point black men at my womb, 

baby, which will kill you quicker than the gun. I really want to meet you. 

That’s why I keep offering my heart to these asian, latin, light-skinned man-

boys. They can give you a safety my raw umber skin doesn’t breed. I would 

never subject myself to more stranger’s stares if it wasn’t for you, baby. Your 

daddy’s hand on mine like teeth on flesh. Your daddy’s flesh on mine brings 

the color out of my skin like a type of death. I would never fall in love with 

a smile that I’d see reproduced in a casket. But Thanksgivings are going to 

be hard when your cousins pull on your coils, or mock the way you look 

nothing like me or them or anyone at the barbeque; or how they’ll cry when 

you get more kisses on the cheek than them. Auntie and grandma will like 

the way their lipstick shows on your skin without them having to tilt your 

chin towards the light. I hope you don’t hear me cry downstairs as I suffer 

the news and learn that they took another black baby. I hope you forgive me 

when I curl away from your father, wanting to peel the flesh off his bones 

and cocoon you and I in it.  
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28 of Us #2
 Julia Xu
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The Natural Lands
 Jabri Whirl
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Sandhomes
  Emily Sperber
 You’re ten years old when you wake up.

 Your family went to the beach but it was the kind of beach with rocks on 

the shoreline instead of sand and where you needed to wear heavy coats be-

cause there was wind instead of a breeze. Your family decided to go in October. 

Just to get out of the house and the neighborhood and the city. Your mom was 

back at the hotel, sitting on the balcony, bundled in her own coat, smoking her 

secret cigarette. Your dad was on the beach with you. He tried to make sandcas-

tles but they looked more like sandhomes, crumbling to one story before they 

could make it to two. He did cartwheels to make you smile or laugh because 

you hadn’t done either of those things for a while. Playing chicken with the tide, 

your dad trips where the sand meets the rocks near the edge and falls on his 

face. You get up, thinking you should do something. But you’re ten and have 

never needed to do something before. You wait. He lies there. You think he 

might be dead. The tide comes over him and he still doesn’t move. The tide rolls 

away, revealing him but then he jumps up and shakes off the ocean water and 

sand. His wet hand takes your dry hand, trudging back to the room.

 This is when you remember your life starting. Thinking that another life had 

ended. You look back thinking that it might already have.

 You grow up.

 You turn eleven, fifteen, eighteen and then you leave the home you grew up 

in.

 You’re older than your parents when they had you. You’re the second to 

the last of your friends from high school to lose their virginity. It happened in 

the bed of someone you met at a restaurant bar, sitting on stools while families 

laughed and made each other smile, sipping on your cheap margaritas. You 

told them you’ve done this before. You meant sex but they thought you meant 

one night stands which, admittedly, you hadn’t done either. Despite the mess 

of arms and legs, you use protection but you don’t feel protected. Your friends 

don’t ask about it but you don’t talk about it because you don’t talk to them 

anymore. The pregnancy test said that you weren’t. The STD test said you were. 

You go to the doctor your school provided.

 It’s a good time to start working, start doing something every day.
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 You get a job. It’s not a great job, it’s not a terrible job. You have to talk to a 

lot of people. You think this is the most people you’ve talked to before in your 

life.

 You go out for drinks with your coworkers. The perky brunette in the neigh-

boring cubicle picks the bar. The nice and outgoing brunette across the bar 

picks you. She makes you smile and you don’t know how she does it.

 She’s the kind of girl that doesn’t own an umbrella and has hundreds of con-

tacts in her phone. You worry she’ll tire of you. You hold her hand. She’s the one 

that brings up moving in together. It’s only been ten months but both of your 

leases are running out so you say yes. You do so in October, right before Hal-

loween. You don’t have your furniture yet, the apartment mostly empty, but you 

have a candy bowl resting on a box. Together, you hand out Halloween candy.

 You get a few haircuts. You don’t have to worry about mowing the lawn 

because you don’t have one.

 You discuss kids but only discuss it.

 You go to the doctor your parents go to for a regular check-up. He sees 

something. You don’t. It’s a scare that proves to be only a scare. You can’t 

pinpoint the last time you were that worried because it might have been when 

there was talk of lay-offs at work or it might have been when the cat you bought 

instead of having kids got out when she left the door open.

 For the holidays, you go home. It’s quiet but it’s better that way. Your dad 

puts on old home videos of you, your first birthday, your school concerts. There 

aren’t many but he thinks it’ll make you smile. The pictures of your parents 

before you were born, ones you’ve never seen before, peek from the pile of your 

baby pictures and you look at them when he goes to the bathroom. He wanted 

to be a musician. You don’t remember the last time he picked up his guitar and 

he doesn’t either. Your mom wanted to be a mother just not yet. When it’s time 

for bed, you sleep in your old bedroom. They haven’t touched it. It almost looks 

like a shrine for you, as if you’ve died and they’re afraid to change anything. 

You open your window and smell cigarette smoke. Down below, your mom sits 

blowing smoke between her teeth. She doesn’t think you’re awake. You pretend 

you’re not. When the room is dark, she slips in and kisses your cheek and the 

smell of smoke stays with you.

 You run around the lake by your apartment because it feels good and be-

cause you’ve let yourself go. Now you let yourself go around and around until 

your lungs hurt.

 You consider taking up smoking but you don’t.
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 You learn that fighting can be healthy. The two of you fight about rent—the 

apartment’s, not the Tony-award winning musical or how you got the videos at 

Blockbuster that has long been out of business, the things you thought the older 

you would be fighting about. The junk drawer that shouldn’t have junk in it 

(her) but then that defeats the purpose of the drawer (you). What to eat for din-

ner. So you yell and she yells and you say stuff you don’t mean and she cries and 

you cry harder. She has strong lungs but even stronger tear ducts. You apologize 

before she apologizes. Both of you go to sleep.

 She finds her first gray hair. You refrain from telling her it’s not her first. 

You decide you won’t dye your hair when you find your first or when she finds 

it.

 You pay bills every month, do taxes every year. Between the two of you, this 

is your job because you’re better at numbers. You think she just says this so she 

doesn’t have to do it. She turns up the radio, dancing around in the living room 

to make things more fun and to make you smile. You do because she has terri-

ble rhythm.

 You grow up.

 It’s time to start writing your will. Some of it goes to her, some go to chari-

ties you like, some goes to your parents. You want to make sure they have nice 

funerals.

 You vote for your last president.

 You drive to that beach you went to when you were ten. It’s raining. The tide 

is high. You go alone but wish someone was with you but you don’t know who. 

You wear a hood to protect yourself from the rain. You think that this might be 

the place you’d want your ashes to be spread.

 You start forgetting your keys. Then your car. Then names. Then faces. She 

tells you that everything is okay but you know it’s not.

 You go to the doctor that your parents’ doctor referred you to. You make 

note of the innocuous beach paintings on the wall, in very muted tones almost 

like the sun faded the colors but the room didn’t have any windows. They’re 

probably supposed to make patients feel peaceful.

 You listen to your last song and wonder what your dad is doing now.

This is when you remember your life ending. Your obituary will say that you 

lived for another three years.
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Appraisal 
  Olivia Lasala

she delicately placed one palm 
across her lower abdomen 
mirroring the bend of light clasping horizon’s back
as if a curving heap of other self 
slept pressed against her walls 
although
she knew she was unoccupied 
yet five separate fingertips cradled 
some unborn ghost if such a being exists 
ghost’s one haunted by what has not been 
and what may be if walls 
her own 
could hold a life the self-proclaimed eyesore 
of gently gentrified suburbia 
an almost imperceptible 
foundational lean 
with brick porch steps that fall onto their knees 
and weep at passing cars 
could such a house become a home 
her greatest fear 
was no 
and so she held a palm
against her emptiness from time to time 
pretending she was full and whole
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Hair Trigger
 Tyler Jesse
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The Elephant Man Dies for Good
  Dom Fonce

in a rush of screaming light, the way we all must go—giving up the 

ghost, allowing space for strange tendrils that couple crowns to stone—new 

skin. You are a blanket, a vessel, a chamber. I am a selfish adventurer, a 

failed colonizer, a cross-worlds dresser. You, or the world turned menace, 

have twisted yourself available for our digs—dirt made clay made 

house—it’s a good thing, really. So, when does it all end? When will 

you be lain to rest? Gone for good? I revolve the valve till my wrists

disjoint, but the pipes still leak. I twirl my head till the thoughts sweep

from my ears, but my eyes still see the shape of you in the sludge below.

You are the shadow of a knife speared deep—the weep of a lid on a

face. And the world will never have enough space for you and I:

half twins, half enemies. I’m not sure you’d die if the world died.

I’m not sure if words can reanimate flesh and bone. Surely, you

are somewhere in time writing these lines about me. 

And it 

never ends…
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My Past Paradise
 Julia Thompson
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Scope & Structure
 Megan Barrett
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  Dom Fonce

and cannot help but take up seat after seat—glares hiss at his mass, making 

him hyperaware of himself: the biggest problem on Earth. Every so often, 

the brain-numbing fluorescents flicker black, and he escapes through the 

back door of perception. There, in the fourth dimension, where the ghosts 

stab grins into napes and sway their glowworm arms like willow shag, he 

finds peace, commutes alone in first class, left to read news rags under the 

ectoplasm gleam of good company.

The Elephant Man Rides the Subway
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His plan to spread the possibilities of life out in front of him now spoiled in 

my stare. He sees the gum-stuck rust in my smile, himself in the bumping 

Oakhill beauty-marks that line the effigied earth. His ultimate notion: get 

me out of this man’s range. Immured inbrainy bulwarks, tranced in cross 

over, he’s gone into a used-to-be home where a tree grows from the base-

ment to the roof. Here, Merrick meets his match—something truly ugly to 

the world—a wendigo, welding-patched, red-eyed, nearly robotic, standing 

across the way, coursing sparks from his mouth. The Elephant Man’s face 

turns and tills and tries to escape the structure’s agonies. Seeing his disgust, 

the beast calls out in electric flicker, “I am a human being.” The words 

crack his mind, and though they only hang an air of nebulous importance 

in his psyche—the way a dumb boy comprehends why a pretty girl flips her 

hair—the vowel and consonant soup tastes good off his lips. Within, he now 

knows he will end up dying young like me, that tiny towns kill those big 

thoughts of snatching a way out. Without, he rubs his eyes, scraping away 

my unwanted image.

The Elephant Man Visits Youngstown 
Through a Portal from My Eyes

  Dom Fonce
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A Dream of Hands
 Ella Boker
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Contributor Notes
Craig D. Auge, ‘19 - UC Santa Cruz
Originally from Charleston, West Virginia, Craig Deppen Auge is a multi-media artist currently 

living and working in Kansas City, Missouri. His work examines the intersection of the physical and 

ethereal, reflecting both personal and universal experience of time and memory, through the rhyth-

mic use of coded aesthetic vocabularies. He has exhibited work in solo and group shows throughout 

the U.S., including The Billboard Creative Q1 Show in Los Angeles, and Leedy-Voulkos Art Center in 

Kansas City. His art has been featured in several print and digital publications including Art Yellow 

Book #2, Sprung Formal, and Duende Literary Journal.  

Keegan Barone, ‘20 - Carnegie Mellon University
Keegan Barone is an art and business student that creates work that deals with sports and social 

justice.

Megan Barrett, ‘20 - Northeastern University
Megan Barrett is a sophomore at Northeastern University studying Graphic Design and photogra-

phy. 

Ella Boker, ‘19 - UC Santa Cruz
Ella Boker is a Santa Cruz based artist raised in New York who has been dedicated to printmaking 

for the last three years. Her heart and soul belong to printmaking, however, she is forever open to 

experimentation and exploration of all other mediums.

Abby Cohn, ‘20 - UC Berkeley 

Abby is a second year Art major whose focus is portraiture and animation. She primarily looks at the 

story and psychology behind a piece, creating one image from a sequence or series of events. Abby 

hopes to one day be an animator and storyboard artist for feature films.

Rani Deshpande, ‘19 - Vanderbilt University
Rani is currently a third-year at Vanderbilt University, studying physics and English. Rani is from 

India, and in his free time he enjoys travelling and playing video games.

Brooke Durkan, ‘18 - UMass Amherst
Brooke is a graduating senior at the University of Massachusetts Amherst. She enjoys reading, writ-

ing, hiking, skiing, and eating omelettes.

Kāʻai Fernandez, ‘19 - UH Manoa
Born on the Big Island of Hawaiʻi, Kāʻai is an undergrad in the English program at UH Manoa. His 

work is inspired by the natural world, family and observation of the social world while shying away 

from more mainstream social topics.

Isabelle Hahn, ‘21 - Northeastern University
Isabelle Hahn is a journalism major with English and media minors at Northeastern University. Her 

writing has been featured in Reverberations Mag.

Tyler Jesse, ‘18 - Hamline University
Tyler is a sculptor in St. Paul, Minnesota. He works primarily in soft forms. His work is the essence 

of grey. It is ambivalence masquerading as passivity. It lingers between two points: attraction and 

revulsion, here and there, past and future, before and after. This is not to say that it exists in the 

present state. It is unable to choose a singular direction, so it contemplates. It obsesses over its two 

points. It forgets where it is. It is starving, but it can’t remember how to cook.

Kyandreia Jones, ‘19 - Hamilton College
Kyandreia Jones is a Posse Miami Scholar and a Creative Writing major at Hamilton College in 

Clinton, New York. She was born and raised in South Florida to a Haitian mother and an African 

American father. Raised by her paternal grandparents, she often writes about people of color and 

their distinctive family dynamics. In these writings, she highlights the societal pressures placed on 

black and brown bodies in America and how these pressures affect citizens across the country. Jones 

values reading, writing, laughing, and promoting universal kindness.
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Juyoung Kang, ‘20 - Northeastern University
Jenny (Juyoung) Kang is a sophomore at Northeastern University, majoring in Marketing and 

Graphic Design. Her artworks are greatly inspired by her surroundings and copious phases of emo-

tions an individual experiences during one’s lifetime.

Scott Kaplan, ‘20 - Colby College
Scott Michael Kaplan (b. 1998) is a documentary and street-style photographer currently residing 

in the New England area. He has a sincere passion for shooting music as well. He is in the middle 

of receiving his B.A. in Studio Art at Colby College in Waterville, Maine. His work is concerned with 

the telling of stories. Through upcoming series, he hopes to share instances of humanity that he’s 

witnessed and recorded. Kaplan’s different visions of the world are construed through the collec-

tions of photographs he makes. Kaplan is also a social advocate of creativity, and hopes to encour-

age all who view his work.

Koh Eun Soo, ‘20 - Carnegie Mellon University
Koh Eun Soo was born in Seoul, South Korea in 1996. She graduated St. Mark’s School in 2016 and 

is currently an undergraduate at Carnegie Mellon University studying in the School of Art program. 

She has been exhibited in the US and in Seoul in both group and individual shows. She enjoys work-

ing with printmaking medium, and is interested in promoting environmental consciousness and 

telling personal narratives through her works. She lives and works in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Isabella Lalonde, ‘19 - Parsons School of Design
Isabella Lalonde was born in New York City and raised between Switzerland, Paris and New Jersey. 

She has been a world traveller the entirety of her life. Isabella has three citizenships and loves docu-

menting new experiences in her travels with analogue photography. Though she recently purchased 

a Yashica T4, Isabella was using a 20 euro Minolta found in a Parisian antique market. Isabella also 

works with the mediums of video and performance art.

Olivia Lasala, ‘18 - Vanderbilt University
Olivia Lasala is an undergraduate student in her fourth year at Vanderbilt University in Nashville, 

Tennessee. She is majoring in psychology and minoring in biology, graduating in the summer 

of 2018 with honors in her field. While she has never received formal training in poetry writing 

previous to this year, reading and writing poetry has always been a preferred past time and a means 

of exploring herself as well as the perspectives of others. She is currently enrolled in Vanderbilt’s 

advanced poetry workshop, an experience that has encouraged her to finally share her work with 

the world.

Neiha Lasharie, ‘18 - Northeastern University 

Neiha Lasharie is a graduating senior studying political science and international affairs. She writes 

poetry inspired by her identity as a Pakistani Muslim woman of color. She has been published with 

Moonchild Magazine, Northeastern University’s Spectrum Literary Journal, and has two forthcom-

ing poems in the Blue Minaret Literary Journal. When not writing poetry, she enjoys makeup and 

writing “ambitious” research papers.

Megan Loreto, ‘21 - Loyola Marymount University 

Megan Loreto is 19 years old and a current undergraduate at Loyola Marymount University where 

she studies English and history. She enjoys driving on the 405 at night, taking photographs of her 

friends, reading in coffee shops, and spending time with her cats. She writes short stories and poetry 

and her work has been published in the Blue Marble Review, LA Miscellany, and Backroads Literary 

Magazine.

Bailey Nordin, ‘20 - Columbia University 

Bailey studies environmental science and political science at Columbia University and plays clarinet 

in the marching band. She loves the city and is constantly looking for reasons to escape it.

Ben Papsun, ‘20 - Vassar College 

Ben Papsun is a sophomore English major at Vassar College. In his free time, he enjoys listening to 

hard bop, debating ethics, and worrying about the readings he has to do later.
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Emily Sperber, ‘18 - Willamette University 

Emily is a student at Willamette University, set to graduate this spring with a degree in Creative 

Writing. Her interests and obsessions in writing include everyday life and relationships between 

people despite her homebody tendencies. After graduation, she hopes to write but has no idea what 

to do so suggestions are welcome; she thanks you.

Julia Thompson, ‘18 - Parsons School of Design 

Artist, Julia Thompson works in sculpture, video, and installation, often employing materials that 

decay, harden, soften, move or transform. She reflects on the surprise of everyday experiences 

that conjure up a feeling once felt, of something distant yet familiar. At the crux of her work is the 

experience of time, investigating its qualities of freezing, stagnancy, and passing. She investigates 

through materials that can change states - stick, melt, solidify. These unstable moments stemming 

from everyday experiences ground Thompson’s work; in response, her work serves as a testament to 

liminality.

Kennedy Velikonja, ‘19 - Parsons School of Design 

Kennedy Velikonja is a Canadian illustration student currently attending Parsons School of Design 

in New York City. She finds inspiration in bright patterns, nature and fashion.

Jabri Whirl, ‘18 - St. Olaf College
Jabri is Twin Cities - based creator focusing on the creative process and manipulation of materials. 

Through experimentation in photographic techniques, Jabri explores what constitutes a photograph.

Julia Xu, ‘19 - Smith College
 A junior majoring in Studio Art and minoring in East Asian Language and Literature at Smith Col-

lege, Julia Xu creates works that explore different identities and experience. She has a concentration 

in painting and she is currently working on projects concerning her Asian identity and its relation to 

different environments. She is also working as an Asian Art Research Assistant at the Smith College 

Museum of Art.

Linfei Yang, ‘20 - Brandeis University 

Linfei Yang is a sophomore at Brandeis University. He is a Chinese international student who has 

been in Jerusalem for the last 6 years. He is very very very very tired. 

Contributor Notes
Leah Scher, ‘20 - Brandeis University 

Leah Scher is a sophomore at Brandeis University. She’s attended writing workshops at Kenyon 

College (Kenyon Review Young Writer’s Workshop) and The University of Iowa (Iowa Young Writ-

ers’ Studio). She draws inspiration for her writing from writer/director Wes Anderson, and for her 

lifestyle from her grandmother.

Heather Schiller, ‘18 - Brandeis University 

Heather Schiller is a senior at Brandeis University majoring in both Biology and Neuroscience and 

minoring in History. When she is not in the lab, she enjoys taking photographs of nature. She will be 

beginning a Biology PhD program in the fall.

Tyler Shelby, ‘18
Tyler has been interested in art from an early age, and her work blossomed into what it is now. 

Her work explores the visual aspects of her surroundings and the translation of that onto paper. 

Through her artwork, she tries to capture the essence of what she is seeing in a way that grabs her 

viewers’ attention. Tyler’s subject matter is people, nature, and inanimate objects. She primarily uses 

traditional mediums such as acrylic paint and charcoal, but also dips her toes into the digital world 

of Adobe programs. She aspires to work in an industry that will allow her to collaborate with others 

and show their work to the masses. Tyler’s goal is to create work that the viewer can relate too, that 

will make them think, and that may potentially change their lives, even if it’s in just a small way.
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